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Multiple satellites launched on a Falcon 9
Starlink 10
SkySats 19-21

leading provider of global, near-daily satellite imagery data and
insights. They are driven by a mission to image all of Earth’s
landmass every day, and make global change visible, accessible
and actionable.
The first stage of the Falcon 9 booster is expected to land on a
barge in the Atlantic Ocean off Charleston SC. The landing will be
too far to see from launch viewing areas, though an upper atmosphere re-entry burn might be visible about 7 minutes after
launch.

http://spacelaunchinfo.com/booklets/

Starlink 10
A Starlink Satellite Constellation Mission
With SkySat RideShare
Space Exploration Technologies Corp, known around the world
as SpaceX, is launching its next 'batch' of Internet Broadband
satellites, as well as carrying three satellites as 'rideshare customers'. Today's launch will put the eleventh 'batch' of Starlink
satellites into orbit. The first launch of 60 satellites was considered Starlink-0, so this flight is designated Starlink-10. Many of
these satellites will include some inter-satellite communications
among 'birds' in the constellation. Inter-satellite laser comm
links will allow faster internet connections without multiple
'hops' via ground stations.
SpaceX has articulated the explicit goal of providing broadband
internet connectivity to underserved areas of the Earth, as well
as to provide competitively-priced, low latency service to urban
areas. Moreover, SpaceX has indicated that the positive cash
flow from selling satellite internet services would be necessary
to fund SpaceX plans for Mars.
Rideshare customer Planet is launching three of their highresolution satellites, SkySats 19-21, on this mission. Planet is the
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